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Abstract

The seasonal changes of the upper tropospheric humidity are

studied with the water vapor data from the Microwave Limb

Sounder on the NASA Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite,

and the winds and vertical velocity data obtained from the Eu-

ropean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. Using the

same algorithm for vertical transport as that used for horizon-

tal transport (Zhu and Newell, 1998), we find that the moisture

in the tropical upper troposphere may be increased mainly by

intensified local convection in a small portion, less than 10%,

of the whole area between 40°S to 40°N. The contribution of

large scale background circulations and divergence of horizon-

tal transport is relatively small in these regions. These dynamic

processes cannot be revealed by the traditional analyses of mois-

ture fluxes. The negative feedback suggested by Lindzen (1990)

also exists, if enhanced convection is concentrated in the trop-

ics, but is apparently not the dominant process in the moisture

budget.

1 Introduction

The effect of increasing sea surface temperature (SST) on the change

of moisture in the upper troposphere has received wide interest, since

the hypothesis of a possible negative feedback was proposed by Lindzen

(1990). This hypothesis was detailed by Sun and Lindzen (1993). They

argued that the cumulus-induced time and zonal mean large scale sub-

sidence could be increased if sea surface temperatures increased, while

the contribution of eddy fluxes would be negligible. According to Ras-
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Work under this proposal has been reported during the past year at two scientific

meetings: the UARS Science Team Meeting held March 16-18, 1998 in Pasadena, California

and the International SPARC Water Vapor Workshop held August 26-28, 1998 at Boulder,

Colorado. Dr. John Cho and Mr. Yhong Zhu represented our group at the first meeting and Mr.

Zhu attended the SPARC Workshop.

We have drawn what we think are significant conclusions from our analyses during the

first year and a paper was prepared and has been discussed with Dr. Joe Waters and/or Dr.

William Read of JPL at the Science Team meeting in March, at MIT when Dr. Read attended the

AGU meeting in Boston in May 1998, at JPL when Professor Newell attended a PEM-Tropics

Science Team meeting at Edwards Air Force Base, CA and in late June 1998, and when Mr. Zhu

attended the SPARC workshop. This paper was submitted to the Journal of Climate in August

1998. A copy of this paper is attached as Appendix 1.

Points worthy of note are that tropical convection produced a larger flux of water vapor

into the upper tropical troposphere in the December 1991-February 1992 period, an El Nifio, than

in the following year and that in the tropical region, treated as two 20 ° latitude subdivisions (20 °-

Equator), the convective contribution always outweighed the convergence of the horizontal

transport. Even in latitude belts 20 ° on either side of these regions there was generally a net

positive contribution to the UTH. Vertical fluxes were obtained using ECMWF winds and a new

algorithm based on our work on atmospheric rivers.

We are now working on the different mechanisms that may operate in the tropopause

region. Does the middle latitude forcing in the upper tropical troposphere contribute differently

than the regions below (215,316 and 464 hPa)? For this we need in addition to the 147 hPa data,



MLS dataat I00-10 hPa. We understandthesearenow being processedby the group at the

University of Edinburgh.

The MOZAIC datahaverecently beenmadeavailablewith water vapor datacorrected

and we expectto comparethesewith UARS MLS H_Odataat andbelow 215 hPa. This work

will takeplacein thefirst quarterof 1999.

As we statedin our revisedwork plan wehaveexaminedsomeof the MOZAIC data for

heating ratesand radiative fluxes. We find that the resultsarestrongly dependenton the fine

detailsof theprofiles andareplanningto expandthis work. Therearesignificant changesin the

ratesand fluxes whenthe overhangof UTH from the tropicalconvectionmovesaway from the

convectivesourceandwewill be investigatingthesechangesin detail.
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musson (1972) and Peixoto and Oort (1992), the water vapor transport

by time and zonal mean flows is dominant only below 500 hPa; the

fluxes carried by stationary eddies and transient perturbations may be

greater in the upper troposphere. A general circulation model used by

Allam and Tuck (1984) showed that the meridional mass fluxes in the

upper troposphere were dominated by the time and zonal mean flows

at all latitudes, while the moisture flux carried out by transient and

stationary eddies were comparable with the flux contributed by the

time and zonal mean flows, except in the tropical regions. Del Genio

et al., (1994) reported that the upper tropospheric moisture feedback

in their general circulation model is positive, since the drying by the

mean Hadley cell subsidence was offset by the moistening resulting from

convergence of the vertical eddy flux.

The Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the NASA Upper Atmo-

sphere Research Satellite (UARS) provided unique satellite datasets of

upper troposphere humidity (UTH), which includes measurements in

the presence of cirrus (Read et al., 1995). A new version of the hu-

midity data (V490) is now available at 4 pressure levels: 464, a16, 215

and 147 hPa, based on the relative humidity with respect to ice. The

data coverage is continuous from 34°S to a4°N, with a change every

36 days between 34°N-80°N and a4°S-80°S. The discussion of the new

data and comparisons with other datasets has been given by Sandor et

al. (1998). We will use the MLS humidity data together with the Eu-

ropean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) winds

and vertical velocity to study the seasonal variations of UTH and the

related dynamic mechanisms.



2 Positive or negative feedback?

Some general circulation models have yielded a positive feedback of

UTH from increasing SST (Cess et al., 1990; Del Genio et al., 1994). On

the other hand, Chou (1994) and Fu et al. (1997) argued that enhanced

tropical convection reduced the UTH in the adjacent subtropical areas,

shown by data analyses and model results. These consequences appear

to be in conflict with each other, but both may be right.

Figure 1 compares the differences of SST and MLS UTH between

an E1 Nifio season in 1992 and a pre-La Nifia season in 1994. In the

tropical Pacific, the ocean surface was generally colder over the west-

ern part, but warmer over the eastern part in early 1992. Two areas of

negative SST difference occurred also on both sides of the warm pool.

A similar pattern is found also in the difference of MLS UTH. This fea-

ture suggests a positive correlation between the UTH and local SST,

as reported with different datasets by others (Raval and Ramanathan,

1989; Rind et al., 1990; Soden and Fu, 1995). Now, if we compare the

low MLS UTH over the eastern subtropical Pacific with the warm trop-

ical ocean water beneath, a negative correlation results. Certainly, the

negative correlation does not mean that the local correlation between

UTH and SST was also negative. Higher UTH in one region is often

connected with deep convection in a region far removed as seen in an

example we provided elsewhere (Newell et al., 1997, Figure 5). This

gives a limitation on the study of the greenhouse effect in terms of the

feedback of UTH in the tropical E1 Nifio events. While the high rela-

tive humidities (> 80%) in Figure 1 spanning the latitudes from about

20°N to 20°S are based on ECMWF analysis, they were verified by

the presence of cirrus observed by airborne lidar from the intertropical
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convergencezone at about 10°Sto north of Guam at 14°N (Newell et

al., 1996). One particular general circulation model, which produced

the negative feedback of subtropical UTH to the intensified deep con-

vection during the 1987 E1 Nifio (Fu et al., 1997), could also produce

positive feedback to an increase of SST (Cess et al., 1990). We will dis-

cuss in Section 5 the dynamical processes responsible for the positive

and negative feedbacks.

3 UTH fluxes by ECMWF winds

The time and zonal mean meridional fluxes of water vapor may be

partitioned into (Rasmusson, 1972)

[v-0ql= [ 1[01+ [0"0"1+ (1)

where, v is the meridional wind component, and q = p_/p= is the

specific humidity (p= and p_ represent the densities of air and water

vapor, respectively). Analogously, the vertical fluxes may be written as

-_-[_1 = -l([w][q] + [w*q*] + [w--_) (2)
g g

in the pressure coordinates, where w = dp/(dt) and g is the gravita-

tional acceleration. The three terms on the right-hand sides of the two

equations are so called, respectively, the fluxes by the zonal mean flow,

stationary eddies and transient perturbations. The temporal mean is

denoted by an overbar; the zonal mean is put in the square brackets,

and the prime and asterisk indicate the deviations from the temporal

and zonal means, respectively. Figure 2 gives the zonal distributions

of the seasonal mean meridional and vertical MLS water vapor fluxes

carried by ECMWF winds and vertical velocity in 1992 and 1993. The
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meridional fluxes are integrated from 464 hPa to 147hPa, for example

Q¢ _ 27ra [464hPa
g J14ZhP_ [b--qq]COS¢ dp, (3)

where a is the Earth's radius and ¢ is latitude. The vertical fluxes are

evaluated on 464 hPa. To use the same units as that of the meridional

flux, (2) may be integrated to give

= a cos¢ de. (4 )
g J¢

The meridional flux by the zonal mean flow was strongest in the

tropical region, which transports moisture across the equator from the

summer hemisphere to the winter hemisphere. In the northern summer,

the southward flux was stronger than the northward flux at the equator.

In the subtropical regions from latitude 20 ° to 40 ° , the mean flow trans-

ports moisture poleward, except in the summer northern hemisphere.

The total transport was poleward, showing divergence from about 10°

latitude, and dominated by transient perturbations in the subtropical

regions. The stationary eddy flux was comparable with the mean flow

flux in magnitude except near the equator. It was generally northward

in northern winter, but southward in northern summer. This implies

that the seasonal phase changes in the stationary wind perturbations

may not be correlated to the seasonal changes of humidity field.

The patterns for 1993 (Figure 2b) are quite similar to those for 1992

(Figure 2a), with both showing smallest poleward fluxes in the Northern

Hemisphere summer. In that season the water vapor flux divergence

from 10°N is composed of a small transient eddy flux northwards and

a mean flow component southward into the Southern Hemisphere. For

the four 1991-1992 seasons 342 days were sampled, for 1992-1993 332

days were sampled, while for 1993-1994 272 days with three months
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being16or lessand 6 months lessthan 19days. To avoidthis sampling

problem, weconfinedthe analysesto the first two years.

The massfluxesmay be evaluatedby inserting q = 1 (ie. pa = P_)

in (2) and (3). The time and zonal mean of mass transport is completed

only by the mean flows, as the transient and stationary eddies have no

net contribution. So, there is an essential difference between the vertical

transport of mass and moisture represented in the pressure coordinates,

as the latter is a nonlinear process but the former is linear. The mean

total vertical mass flux may be given simply by the zonal and time mean

flow flux, and the direction of moisture transport by the mean Hadley

cell (shown by the blue curves in Figure 2c, 2d) is also the direction of

total mass transport.

The ascending branch of the mean Hadley cell produced the largest

upward water vapor flux in the middle troposphere (Figure 2c, 2d),

while the mean descending branch carried the moisture downward. The

transient perturbations and stationary eddies pushed water vapor up-

ward (ie. downgradient in the humidity field) at almost all latitudes.

The amount of eddy transport in the subtropical regions was compa-

rable with that of the mean Hadley cell transport, so that the total

moisture transport could be opposite to the mean flow moisture trans-

port or to the mass transport (eg. Southern Hemisphere winter at

10°S), or, in some cases, close to zero (eg. Northern Hemisphere win-

ter 15°N-25°N). Both 1992 and 1993 give the same patterns with the

tropical upward fluxes being higher in December 1991-February 1992,

associated with El Nifio in the tropical region.
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4 Seasonal changes in UTH

The seasonal changes of UTH may give an example of the feedback

to the surface heating. Figure 3 shows the MLS water vapor column

content in the layer from 316 hPa to 147 hPa. The values may be

underestimated in the tropics, as the mixing ratios may be lower than

the balloon sonde data on 464 and 316 hPa when the vertical column

is very moist (Sandor et al., 1998). However, the displayed layer seems

remarkably wetter than the layer of 300-100 hPa measured from SAGE

II and analysed by Chiou et al., (1997). The maximum content was

found over the summer tropical areas around 10 ° latitude. The mois-

ture over the subtropical regions increased nearly 100% from winter to

summer in both hemispheres. This was unlikely produced by the in-

terhemispheric transport, as the fluxes at the equator were towards to

the winter hemisphere (Figure 2a, 2b).

The first half year of 1992 was accompanied by El Nifio over the

central Pacific. The zonal mean water vapor content was slightly higher

near the equator, compared with the normal year of 1994. Although

there were relatively dry patches on the both sides of the warm pool

in the E1 Nifio season (Figure 1), the moisture in the whole belts was

not significantly lower than in the normal year. From June to August,

1994, the upper troposphere in La Nifia season was generally drier than

in 1992. It should be noted that July in 1994 had only 16 days of data,

and June 1992 only 18 days. The dryness in the two transition seasons

was also obvious in the MLS satellite data.

The annual means were slightly higher in the Northern Hemisphere

than in the Southern Hemisphere for the two years. The annual mean

temperatures in the lower troposphere and on the sea surface are also



higher in the northern tropical and subtropical latitudes than in the

corresponding southern latitudes (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). So, the

positive correlation between UTH and SST is also a long term mean

feature.

5 Dynamic processes of UTH variations

From Riehl and Malkus (1958), nearly all upward heat and mass trans-

port in the tropics takes place in tall cumulonimbus clouds. These

convective clouds are a kind of transient perturbation, which have a

lifetime shorter than that of the baroclinic cyclones at the middle lat-

itudes. However, the vertical transient flux shown by Figures 2c and

2d was negligibly small compared with the mean flow flux in the trop-

ics. So, the statistics in Figure 2 may not represent the real physical

processes in the atmosphere, and may not reveal the relation between

deep convection and large scale subsidence.

It was argued (Zhu and Newell, 1998) that the total meridional

water vapor flux in the whole atmosphere may be accomplished by 4

or 5 atmospheric rivers. Thus, the transient flux calculated with the

traditional algorithm may be underestimated. Palm_n and Newton

(1969) pointed out that the slow mean tropical circulation should be

interpreted as the statistical result of the vigorous vertical motions in

convective clouds that penetrate to the upper troposphere only in a

very small portion of the total region. Thus, the so called zonal mean

flow fluxes in (1) and (2) are contributed more or less by transient and

local processes. This can be seen from Figure 4, which gives the vertical

fluxes of water vapor across 500 hPa over a tropospheric river, evaluated
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with ECMWF data at 12Z on January 4, 1992. A rapid developing

cyclone, termed a bomb, related to this river has been discussedby

Zhu and Newell (1994). Only 4 or 5 of the riversalonga typical middle

latitude in the daily mapsmay completethe total vertical transport of

water vapor at that latitude.

We will pick up 10percentof the grid points at eachlatitude from

40°S to 40°N, which had the strongest vertical velocitieson 464 hPa

in the daily ECMWF datasets,and definethis asthe convection.This

number is basedon the previouswork (Zhu and Newell, 1998). The

rest is called the backgroundflow. The vertical fluxesby the convection

and backgroundflow is displayedin Figure 5. Although the large scale

ECMWF data may underestimatethe convectivevelocities,the plotted

convectiveflux is strongerthan the backgroundflux. It is positiveat all

latitudes, and accountsfor the major part of total flux. The convective

upward transport waspeakedat the summertropical regions,wherethe

strongestdivergenceof horizontal flux took placeas shownby Figure

2a. The downwardtransport wascontributed by the backgroundflows

only.

The vertical influxesfrom the new algorithm aresummarizedin Ta-

ble 1, which are evaluated from (4) on 464 hPa for Table la and lb

and on 316 hPa for Table lc, assuming that the vertical fluxes across

the tropopause are negligibly small. The convective flux in the tropi-

cal regions (20°S-20°N) was extremely strong in the first half of 1992

(Table la), which was in an El Nifio period; the induced large scale

subsidence reached the peak values in the subtropical regions. The

couplings between strong convection and large scale subsidence are in-

dicated by the boldface numbers in the table. These facts support the
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hypothesis of negative feedback. In the normal year without E1 Nifio

(Table lb), strongest convection in the large area from the equator to

40 ° of latitude took place in the summer hemisphere, and was weaker

than the southern summer convection during the 1992 El Nifio period.

So, the induced subsidence was also weaker. Table lb shows also that

the convective flux in the northern subtropical region together with the

induced downward fluxes on the two sides in the fall was the strongest

during 1993 and was stronger than in 1992. This result is uncertain, as

only 11 days were sampled in October 1993.

The upper troposphere was not dried by the enhanced subsidence

in summer as it was overwhelmed by the convective flux. Tables 2a and

2b give the meridional and vertical influxes of MLS water vapor into

the layer from 464 hPa to 150 hPa in 1992 and 1993 respectively. In

general, the convergence of the meridional fluxes were much less than

net vertical influxes in the upper troposphere. So, the interhemispheric

transport may not be critically important for the local balance of UTH.

The maximum vertical flux and net influx occurred in the summer over

the large area from the equator to 400 of latitude. E1 Nifio could also

have an effect on the net influx, as the influx was stronger in the first

half of 1992 than in the first half of 1993. The annual mean influx in

1992 was also stronger. Comparing with Figure 3, we find that the

high water vapor content in the summer hemisphere was related to the

maximum influxes contributed mostly by local convection. That the

annual mean UTH in the Northern Hemisphere was higher than in the

Southern Hemisphere was also correlated to the bigger influxes.

A similar analysis has been carried out for the layer from 316 hPa

to 147 hPa. The results for 1992 appear in Table lc. The pattern is
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the same with absolute magnitudes of the fluxes smaller as would be

expected, because both vertical air motion and humidity diminish with

altitude. Furthermore, the MLS water vapor value is underestimated

relative to radiosonde data by a larger factor at the higher values at 316

hPa than at 464 hPa, though the differences may not yet be well enough

established to claim that this is the only reason for the contributed

differences observed here (Read et al., 1999). The large scale subsidence

flux does not decrease as much at 316 hPa as the convection. Divergence

of the vertical fluxes in Table lc are compared with horizontal flux

divergence in Table 2c for the 316-147 hPa layer and the 1992 year. The

general pattern is the same with the vertical flux still dominating over

the horizontal flux for the higher layer. The patterns revealed are quite

stable from one year to the next and for the two upper tropospheric

layers.

6 Slantwise convection

As discussed by Eady (1950) and Palm_n and Newton (1969), the large

scale circulations at the middle latitudes may be termed slantwise con-

vection, in which the vertical motions are a few centimeters per second

compared with the horizontal wind speeds of tens of meters per second.

This is also the situation for the large scale circulation in the subtrop-

ical regions, except that the trajectory slopes in this case are larger in

the meridional direction than in the zonal direction. The monthly mean

winds in ECMWF data for January 1992 show a westerly subtropical

jet over the North Pacific at around 32°N, with maximum speeds of 41

m/s at 500 hPa and 78 m/s at 200 hPa. These values were not the same
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as shown by Figure 6a discussed later on, as they did not occur at the

plotted longitude. The jet in the Southern Hemisphere around 24°S

was weaker. The meridional velocity of the mean circulation is also

much greater than the vertical velocity. As commented by Green et

al. (1966), the circulations of large scale mid-latitude convection may

extend near the surface into much lower latitudes than is generally ap-

preciated. Some of the local convection defined in the preceding section

could be the slantwise convection in the daily fields, if the trajectory

slopes were relatively small. The vertical cross-sections along the tra-

jectories of the monthly mean winds plotted from ECMWF data show

that the differences between the slopes of the trajectories and isentropic

surfaces are very small in the subtropical regions.

Thus, the moisture transport in the atmosphere depends not only

on the vertical motions, but also on the horizontal fluxes. Figure 7

gives two examples of the local correlations between vertical motions

and humidity changes, plotted from ECMWF data. The large scale

subsidence around 20N, 65E and 22.5S, 70E, respectively, induced by

tropical deep convection and the Asia Monsoon did not dry the upper

troposphere. The increases of humidity in these two examples were

contributed by horizontal transport. When the humidity surface is

steeper than the isentropic surface, the large scale downward motion

on the isentropic surface may moisten the local atmosphere.

The subtropical atmosphere may be dried efficiently by the equa-

torward flows which come from the low stratosphere through a folded

tropopause just above and below the subtropical jets. A picture of

the slantwise convection in the subtropical regions is given by Figure 6.

The maximum speeds of the descending and ascending flows in the time
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mean cross-section was -1.9 cm/s and 2.5 cm/s, respectively. The daily

values could be 5 times bigger over the Pacific Ocean. The adiabatic

heating in the subsidence is much larger than radiation cooling. So, the

straightforward downward motion may not be the best representation

for the large scale circulation pattern in the subtropics, except in the

thermally unstable tropical atmosphere.

It is noted that the vertical and horizontal components cannot be

measured directly from the Figure 6, as the vertical and horizontal

scales of the cross-section are different. The angles between the veloc-

ity vectors and the isentropic surfaces in the cross-section may repre-

sent approximately the angles in the three dimensional space, if the

isentropic surfaces do not tilt strongly in the direction normal to the

cross-section. The vectors had large angles to the isentropic surfaces in

the stratosphere, because the zonal tilt of the isentropic surfaces was

relatively large and the flows were nearly normal to the cross section.

If plotted along with the trajectories in the domains out of the tropics,

the angles become negligibly small as shown by Finger 6c.

The stratospheric intrusion in the Northern Hemisphere produced a

deep tongue in the MLS humidity field, together with a potential vor-

ticity tongue below. The stratospheric air may reach the tropical areas

in the lower troposphere. If there is a positive correlation between

increases of tropical deep convection and mid-latitude baroclinic ac-

tivities, the intensified stratospheric intrusion may produce a negative

anomaly in the subtropical humidity field. The drying process was also

evident below the southern jet. As a result, the equatorward horizon-

tal gradients in the humidity field increased sharply in the subtropical

upper troposphere.
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However, this finding doesnot mean that the feedbackfrom the

increaseof SSTover the globeis alsonegative.As the time meanlarge

scale circulations are characterizedby slantwiseconvection,and the

horizontal gradient in the humidity field is large, the effecton water

vapor transport cannot be studied with an one dimensionalmodel.

7 Conclusions and discussion

The zonal mean MLS water vapor column content in the upper tropo-

sphere increased with increasing sea surface temperature in an annual

cycle in the tropical and subtropical regions. Calculations of the fluxes

with ECMWF winds and vertical velocities shows that the eddy fluxes

cannot be ignored in the variations of UTH, especially in the subtropical

regions. However, the traditional analyses provide little information on

the dynamics of UTH variations. Using the new algorithm of Zhu and

Newell (1998), we find that the increase of moisture in the upper tro-

posphere was contributed mostly by local convection over the scattered

small areas less than 10 percent of the whole area, while the contri-

bution of background fluxes and horizontal transport were relatively

small.

Without using long term climatological data, this study may not

suggest an essential difference between the feedbacks from the anoma-

lous heating in a long-term climatology and in the seasonal cycles, since

the long-term mean circulations and the interhemispheric transport do

not play the most important role in the changes of UTH over the ex-

tratropical regions. It is possible that there is a limit of the positive

feedback, over which an increase of SST will reduce UTH. However,
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the limitation may be caused by multi physical processes much more

complicated than the large scale subsidence.

The positive feedback of UTH from SST variations found here from

the seasonal cycle does not nullify the existence of the negative feedback

process suggested by Lindzen (1990). The increased tropical convec-

tion in the E1 Nifio period enhanced the large scale subsidence in the

subtropical latitudes. The total feedback depends on the comparison

between the positive and negative feedbacks. Due to the local convec-

tion, the mean subsidence in the subtropical regions may not mean an

over all downward transport of water vapor, even if the detrainment

of clouds and evaporation in the free atmosphere are not considered.

Although a positive feedback was suggested in the present study, the

behaviors between the two hemispheres were different. Thus, a ques-

tion may still remain: Does a possible manner of anomalous heating

exist, which will lead to an over all negative feedback.'? The model ex-

periments of Del Genio et al. (1996) found that the feedback of the

greenhouse effect depends largely on the change of SST gradient.

When the feedback from the local SST is positive, the correlation to

the remote deep convection may be negative. This prevents drawing a

final conclusion on the greenhouse effect in terms of the feedback from

remote deep convection. The heating caused by greenhouse gases may

not be concentrated at a particular place. A low resolution model with

simple physics may simulate the negative feedback but not the positive

feedback. As convection over small areas has a great influence on the

upper tropospheric water vapor distribution, the climate model needs

to be of high resolution.

Although the lower boundary is covered mostly by ocean water in
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the tropics, the circulations are highly asymmetric in the zonal direc-

tion, due to the local convection. The time and zonal mean shows that

the whole atmosphere in the tropical and extratropical regions rises

and sinks, respectively. Although this picture fits the time averaged

energy balance equation, the mean Hadley cell may be far from the

real climatology at a local place, and add little to our understanding

for tropical dynamics. Using the mean circulation to replace the real

circulation for the study of a nonlinear dynamic process may be mis-

leading. For example, the time and zonal mean vertical velocities on

464 hPa evaluated by ECMWF data (Figure is not shown) were down-

ward over most latitudes from 200-40 ° in the same two seasons as in

Figure 5, simultaneously, the mean water vapor transport was generally

upward.

In the physical world, the large scale circulations in the extratropical

atmosphere are characterized by slantwise circulations, as illustrated by

Green et al. (1966) and shown by ECMWF data. When the subsidence

heating is offset by radiative cooling, the cooling may take place also

in the environment at a similar rate. Thus, the temporal air motions

have the trajectories with slopes close to or less than those of isentropic

surfaces in the statically stable atmosphere. This feature remains in the

time-averaged circulations. The transport in the slantwise convection

has both vertical and horizontal components, and the water vapor fluxes

cannot be discussed with one-dimensional models.

The drying of the subtropical atmosphere may be carried out most

efficiently by the stratospheric intrusion across the humidity surfaces

at middle latitudes. This process is related to baroclinic perturba-

tions and heat balance. The relation between increases of tropical deep
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convection and baroclinic activity needs more study. As the tropics

get extra heating, the meridional temperature gradient and northward

heat transport increase. This result may facilitate the frontogenesis and

baroclinic disturbance developments in the extratropical regions. The

forming of dry anomalies in the E1 Nifio episode suggest an increase

of the baroclinic activity at middle latitudes. The intensified slantwise

subsidence may cool rather than heat the local atmosphere.
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Table Captions

Table 1, Convective and background upward MLS water vapor fluxes,

across 464 hPa for 1991-1992 in a) and for 1992-1993 in b); c) is the ver-

tical fluxes across 316 hPa for 1991-1992. The numbers in parenthesis

are the convective fluxes within 20°S-20°N.

Table 2, Meridional and vertical influxes of MLS water vapor into

the layer, from 464 hPa to 150 hPa for 1991-1992 in a) and 1992-1993

in b); c) is from 316 hPa to 150 hPa for 1991-1992. The numbers in

parenthesis are the net influxes. The annual mean influxes are con-

verted into equivalent precipitation down from 464 hPa in a) and b),

but from 316 hPa in c).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: The differences of one-season climatologies. Red contours

depict the seasonal mean SST in 12/91-02/92 minus that in 12/93-

02/94, units: C °. The difference of MLS water vapor column content

within 316-147 hPa is in green, units: 0.1kg/m 2.

Figure 2: MLS UTH fluxes by ECMWF winds, blue: time and zonal

mean flow fluxes, red: transient perturbation fluxes, green: stationary

eddy fluxes, and black heavy: the total mean fluxes, a) Northward

fluxes integrated from 464 hPa to 147 hPa for 1991-1992, b) the same

as a) but for 1992-1993, c) upward fluxes on 464 hPa for 1991-1992,

and d) the same as c) but for 1992-1993.

Figure 3: MLS water vapor column content in 316-417 hPa, solid:

1991-1992 and dashed: 1993-1994.

Figure 4: Upward fluxes of water vapor on 500 hPa over a tropo-

spheric river in units 10 -6 kg/(m2s), evaluated from ECMWF data at

12Z on January 4, 1992. The vectors represent the horizontal vapor

fluxes integrated from 1000 to 300 hPa in units where the maximum

vector is 1160 kg/(m.s).

Figure 5: Partitioned upward MLS UTH fluxes on 464 hPa, solid

thin: convective flux, dashed: background flux. The total fluxes repre-

sented the heavy curves are the same as in Figure 2b.

Figure 6: The subtropical slantwise convection in the monthly mean

ECMWF fields during January, 1992. a) Mean MLS UTH (green,

ppmv), potential temperature (red, K), potential vorticity (blue, 10 -T

Km2/(kg.s)) and air velocity vectors (Maximum vector is 10 m/s). The

interval of UTH contours is 500 ppmv over the level of 500 ppmv. The

black circles indicate the subtropical westerly jets, of which the speeds
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(m/s) areshownat the centers,b) Streamlineson 150hPa. Maximum

vector is 75 m/s. c) Cross-section of potential temperature (K) and air

velocity (m/s) along the green line in b). Maximum vector is 63 m/s.

Figure 7: Time series of ECMWF vertical velocity, specific humidity

and relative humidity on 300 hPa in June, 1992.
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Table la: Convectiveand backgroundupwardMLS water vapor fluxes
across464hPa for 1991-1992.The numbersin parenthesisare the

convectivefluxeswithin 20°S-20°N.

Convective Fz

Background F.

106 kg/s

12/91-02/92

03/92-05/92

06/92-08/92

09/92-11/92

Annual mean

40S-20S 20S-Eq Eq-20N 20N-40N

123

-44

103

-21

45

6

80

7

88

-14

(484)

358 126

27 13

(435)

237 198

16 12

(338)
42 296

-21 103

(341)
105 236

-26 93

(399)

185 214

-I 55

65

-19

87

-35

112

4

78

-17

85

-17



Table lb: Convectiveand backgroundupwardMLS water vapor fluxes
across464hPa for 1992-1993.The numbersin parenthesisare the

convectivefluxeswithin 20°S-20°N.

ConvectiveFz

Background F.

10 6 kg/s

12/92-02/93

03/93-05/93

06/93-08/93

09/93-11/93

Annual mean

40S-20S 20S-Eq Eq-20N

93

4

74

3

54

1

72

9

73

4

(373)
270 103

49 30

(326)

181 145

26 53

(358)
62 296

-24 97

(408)

104 304

-56 71

(380)

154 212

-I 62

20N-40N

54

-6

59

-I0

110

6

75

-72

74

-21



Table lc: Convectiveand backgroundupwardMLS water vapor fluxes
across316hPa for 1991-1992.The numbersin parenthesisare the

convectivefluxeswithin 20°S-20°N.

Convective Fz

Background Fz

10 6 kg/s

12/91-02/92

03/92-05/92

06/92-08/92

09/92-11/92

Annual mean

40S-20S

17

-13

14

-9

7

-1

11

-i

12

-6

20S-Eq Eq-20N

(78)
59 19

0 -4

(70)
37 33

0 -1

(58)
5 53

-8 I0

(57)

16 41

-8 9

(65)

29 37

-4 3

20N-40N

6

-5

12

-7

21

-4

9

-7

12

-6



Table 2a: Meridional and vertical influxesof MLS water vapor into the
layer from 464 hPa to 150hPa for 1991-1992.The numbersin parenthesis

are the net influxes.

Influx of Fy

Influx of F_

10 6 kg/s

12/91-02/92

Net influxes

03/92-05/92

Net influxes

06/92-08/92

Net influxes

09/92-11/92

Net influxes

Annual mean

Net influxes

P_ (mm/year)

40S-20S

-17

78

(61)

-4

82

(78)

9

49
(58)

-9

88

(79)

5

(69)

(28)

20S-Eq

-43

385

(342)
-41

254
(213)

5

20

(25)
-4

79

(75)

-21

185

(164)

(59)

Eq-20N

-22

139

(117)

-32

209

(177)

-46

399

(353)

-53

330

(276)

-38

270

(232)

(83)

20N-40N

21

46
(67)

6

52

(58)

0

115

(115)

-2

61

(59)
6

68

(74)

(31)



Table 2bMeridional and vertical influxesof MLS water vapor into the layer
from 464hPa to 150hPa for 1992-1993.The numbersin parenthesisare

the net influxes.

Influxof Fy

Influz of Fz

106 kg/s

12/92-02/93

Net influxes

03/93-05/93

Net influxes

06/93-08/93

Net influxes

09/93-11/93

Net influxes

Annual mean

Net influxes

Pc (mm/year)

40S-20S

-15

97

(82)
-9

77

(68)
5

56

(61)

-22

81

(59)

-10

78

(67)

(28)

20S-Eq

-31

319

(287)

-40

207

(167)

4

38

(43)

-5

48
(43)

-18

153

(135)

(49)

Eq-20N

-41

133

(92)

-30

198

(167)

-45

394

(348)

-54

375

(321)

-43

275

(232)

(84)

20N-40N

27

48
(75)

16

49
(64)

-5

116

(112)

-19

3

(-16)
5

54
(59)

(24)



Table 2c: Meridional and vertical influxes of MLS water vapor into the
layer, from 316hPa to 150hPa for 1991-1992.The numbersin parenthesis

are the net influxes.

Influx of Fy

Influx of Fz

10 6 kg/s

12/91-02/92

Net influxes

03/92-05/92

Net influxes

40S-20S 20S-Eq Eq-20N 20N-40N

3

4
(7)

4

5

(10)

-20

59

(39)

-12

37

(25)

4

15

(19)

-7

32

(25)

8

1

(9)

5

5

(10)

06/92-08/92

Net influxes

09/92-11/92

Net influxes

Annual mean

Net influxes

Pe (mm/year)

4

6

(10)

0

10

(10)

3

6

12

-2

(9)
5

8

(13)

-4

25

-18

63

(45)

-16

50

(34)

-9

40
(9)

(4)

1

17

17)
2

2

(4)

(21)

(8)
(31)

(11)

4

6

(10)

(4)



Figure 1, The differences of one-season climatologies
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Figure 2a, Northward MLS UTH fluxes from 464 hPa to 147 hPa for 1991-1992
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Figure 2b, Northward MLS UTH fluxes from 464 hPa to 147 hPa for 1992-1993
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Figure 2e, Verkieal MLS HzO fluxes on 464 hPa for 1991-1992
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Figure 2d, Vertical MLS H20 fluxes on 464 hPa for 1992-1993
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Figure 3, MLS H20 column content in 316-147 hPa
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Figure 4, Upward fluxes of water vapor on 500 hPa over a tropospheric river

500 hPa, 1200UTC, 01/04//92
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Figure 5, Partitioned upward MLS UTH fluxes on 464 hPa
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Figure 6a, The subtropical slantwise convection during January, 1992
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Figure 7, Time series of ECMWF w, q and RH on 300 hPa in June, 1992
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